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Police: sexual assault unfounded
By Kimberly A. Brehm

Campus Editor
A Columbia student claimed to have been sexually
assaulted April ' 4 on the 700 block of South Federal
Street, but her claim has turned out to be unfounded,
according to Chicago Police.
.
No further information was gi ven besides the fact
that the student recanted the story.
"Her story didn't seem right," said Lt: Gary
Szparkowski, leader of the community-policing department in the I st District. "There is a lot of activity at
Dearborn Park at that time of night but nobody saw or
heard anything."
"I was suspicious from the get-go," said Jose
Gallegos, director of security at Columbia.
"She didn't go to the hospital right away, and it took us forever
to get the composite picture together. I've had experience with this kind of situation before, and something
just didn't seem right."
When asked why the student may have falsely
claimed to have been assaulted, Szparkowski said,
"There is no real reason the girl made up the story."
The student, who lives at Columbia's Resi dence
Center at 731 S. Plymouth Ct., told police she was com-'

ing home around 9:45 p.m. in a taxi cab. She claimed
when she got out of the cab, she began walking between
Dearborn Street and Federal Street and suddenly was
grabbed from behind by a man.
She told police her attacker threw her to the ground and
sexually assaulted her while she was virtually defenseless
because she was on crutches for a sprained ankle.
The student told police she then went back to the resi-

dence center where friend s took her to Northwestern
Memorial Hospital for medical attention .
At the time of the alleged attack , Martha MeeganLinehan , Columbia's director of campus safety, sai d that
she believed the South Loop is a typically safe neighborhood. In fact, she said, it has the lowest crime rate of all
the city's 25 police districts.
She stressed that
Columbia's residence center is staffed by a 24-hour security officer and is relatively crime-free.
After police confirmed that the sexual assault never
took place, Columbia issued a statement confirming the
information and reiterated that the South Loop is a safe
neighborhood to travel in. There have been no recent
reports of any students havin g any problems in the area
or around the campus buildings.
Security members at Columbia spent the morning of
April 19 taking down the compos ite pictures off of
campus buildings of the man who was being accused of
sexual assault . Police had been looking for an AfricanAmerican male in his mid-20s.
Just a week before the alleged attack, Co lumbia held
its annual Campus Safety Awareness Week , which
teaches students how to avoid becoming a victim.
There were also demonstrations held teaching women
how to defend themselves against suc h an attack as the
one th~l 3pp~ rcntly never \lccurrcd.

Columbia grad finds nightlife to be the good life
By Venita Griffin
Correspondent
When most of us go to a nightclub with friends, we
go to have a good time.
When Audarshia Townsend goes to a nightclub with
friends, she goes to work.
Townsend, a Columbia graduate, produces the "Bars
and Club" section of Metromix, a Chicago Tribune
Web-based entertainment guide.
She also produces "Stage," a Metromix section dedicated to Chi~ago theater. In addition, Townsend
writes a weekly nightlife column that appears in the

Friday weekend guide of the Chicago Tribune and
hosts a weekend entertainment guide for CLTV.
Townsend's ability to work in several different media
is an emerging trend, one that appears soon to become
the rule rather than the exception.
This new trend is known as convergence, the coming
together of several different media, and some say that
being skilled in more than one area can only help an
aspiring journalist during the job search.
" I don't think there's any question it can help increase
a journalist's marketability," says CLTV Director of
News and Programming Jim Disch. " You can go to a
TV station, but if you know how to work with radio,
know how to deal with print journalists, know how to

J.C. Johnson/ Chron icle
Columbia graduate Audarshla Townsend reportIng for CLTV reviews Bin 36, a wine bar and full restaurant
located at 339 N. Dearborn.

do Internet stuff. that's going to land you your first
job."
Disch believes media convergence is "a fact of life"
and , sooner or later, all journalists must be able to go
back and forth between the different media. He also
think s that all aspiring journalists should have some
knowledge of the Internet and recommend s completing a new media internship.
"I f a student can complete an internship where they
enhance their knowledge of the Internet, do it," he
says. "Your knowledge of the Internet on any level
can only be a positive."
Townsend's job is to go out and have a good time .
Whenever she enters the latest hot spots. Townsend
begins thinking of ideas for her next article .
"I don ' t spend my free time in night clubs," says
Town send. "W hen I set Il)ot into a night club, I au tomatically start working."
This ability to stay focused on her work has served
Townsend well in the last few yea rs. She graduated in
1993 with a magazine journalism degree. That summer, Townsend was off to New York to intern at
Essence magazi ne . She returned to Chicago where she
worked as a copy editor and stall' writer for the
Chicago Defender. In January of 1997, Townsend
joined Metromix as a writer/producer.
Though a lot of her work is Web-based. Townsend
says she was not a technology buff before landing her
gig at Metromix .
" I had no technology experience. None," she says.
"I had basic computer ski ll s. Everything I do here, I
learned on the job."
Townsend credits her success to being in the right
place at the right time and her willingness to do just
about any task gi ven her.
"No job is too small," says Townsend. " I wrote
press releases fo r Ameritcch for one year. I hated it.
But, it was a way to get writing experience. You haw
to prove yourself."
Introducing people to new things, "things they never
cared about," excites Townsend.

See TOWIIMnd, page 2

Around Campus:
Opening date announced for annual Fulbright competition

Open Mic Night at the Hokin Annex

The annual competition for Fulbright and related grants for
graduate study or research abroad in academic fields and for professional training in the creative and performing arts will begin
accepting applications on May 1, 2000.
For all grants, appl icants must be U.S. citizens at the time of
application and hold a bachelor's degree or its equivalent by the
beginning date of the grant. Creative and performing artists are
not required to have a bachelor's degree, but they must have four
years of relevant train ing or study.
All applicants are required to have sufficent proficiency in the
language of the host country to carry out their proposed research
or study.
Com plete program and application information can be
obtained in the brochure "Fulbright and related grants for graduate study and research abroad, 2001-2002: and at
www.iie.org/fulbrighUus.
To obtain brochures and further information contact Marie
Lund Felter of Academic Advising at 312-344-7735.

President Duff's retirement party
changes date, ticket prices
President John B. Duffs retirement party was orginally scheduled to be held on April 28. 2000, at 6 p.m. in the Winter Garden
of Chicago's Harold Washington Library. The event will now take
place on September 22. 2000. The time and the place remain
unchanged.
In addition. the ticket price has been reduced from $300 to
$150. COlumbia employees will still rece ive a 50 percent discount. thus reducing the cost to $75.
Official invitations will be sent out closer to the scheduled
date. All proceeds from this event fund scholarsh ips for economically disadvantaged students.

Columbia's Music Department
presents 'Affairs' of the Heart'
Columbia's Music Department presents Affairs of the Heart:
CurriJerland Fai; Progress. Sunday Excursion and If the Shoe F~s. the
Music d AS; VWOOr. Vvx:ent Bonvissuto and Uta Grier.
Mar.; d the Hearl is a coIledion of short musical WClIIG, each centered a<ound the theme cJ romance.
Perloonances begn May 10 at the Getz Theater, 72 E. 11 th SIreet.
TICkeIs are $10-14 with cflSCOlXlls for students, senior citizens and not-forprcJt organizations. pending availability. For reservations call 312-344-

6126.

Fashion Columbia 2000: 'A
World of Fashion'
The Columbia College Fashion Association invites interested
parties to attend Fashion Columbia 2000: "A World of Fashion."
The first event is the "Interdisciplinary Exhibition" which showcases Columbia students' worl< from an interdisciplinary perspective focusing on fashion in its broadest definition. The exhibition is
free and opens Thursday, May 4 at 6 p.m. in the Hokin Annex .
The second event is a Fashion Show, wh ich will take place on
Thursday, May 11 at 1:30 p.m. and again at 6 p.m. at the 1104
Center, 1104 S. Wabash . Reservations can be made by calling
312-344-7651 , R.SVP. by May 3.
Contributions to benefit The Victor Skrebneski Scholarship in
Fashion and the Fashion Internship Fund.

Two films by Columbia faculty
member to be screened
Two films by Ted Hardin, Film and Video Department faculty
member, will be screened on Wednesday, April 19 at 6 p.m. in
room 817 of the 600 S. Michigan building.
"Fire of Life" (12 min.) is an allegory that combines movement
theater with cinema's potential for telling stories, the magical spirit of an old man reminds a group of desert ch ildren about the
pcMIer of life with,n.
' Humanity" (60 min.) is based on the 1918 German expresSIOnist play "Die Menschen" by Walter Hasenclever. Thi, experi"
mental film re-arranges the traditional form of the story from its
very beginning.
For more information call 312-344-7178 or e-mail
scuprisin@popmail.colum.edu.

Environmental Journalism
Academy accepting applications
The Environmental Journalism Academy II accepting
applications for their 2000 program to be held at the
University of Maryland at College Park, on June 27-July 2

2000.

For more Information go to www.envirocltizen.org/newl

or call 202-234-5993,

photos by Bill Manley/Chronicle
Rok Wonda (pictured above) shows support for hlp hop act: Word Perphect, Mlc Chekk, Prophecy and Cosmos
Galactic of the Nacrobat Crew.

Library receives grant, benefits women
By Fiona Odumosu
Staff Writer
Co l~m'h>i", ' s lil!lr.ary has femree a ee lleeti en j!lartncrship with DePaul U.. i\<e.rsito/ and the Uni ve rsi ty of
Illinois at Champaig-Urbana to acqui,re a new collection of films by women in the areas of visual and perform ing arts, communication, literature and history
with a $20.000 state-funded grant.
The library will receive two grants, which are funded the Illinois Cooperative Co llecti on Management
Program (ICCMP).
According
to
Kim
Hale,
Acqui sitions
Librarian/Coordinator of Co llection Development at
Columbia, the mi ss ion of the fCCM P is to enhance
library colleclions and 10 encourage resou rce sharing
among Illinois libraries.
Members of this program include academic libraries

that belong to the lIIinet community, the Chicago
Public Library and the Illinois State Library.
The first grant was part of an 188,000 Business
Collect,ieA Partnership Grant, which enabled the
library te pur-chase materials in the areas ef arts and
enter.taiAmeAt management. The libr.ary will receivemore than $~,97S during a tWG-year period.
The second grant has enabled the three schools to
enhance their women's film collections in areas such
as global pol itics, gender studies, Latino studies and
communications.
Each school will receive 1 I 0,000 for their respeclive fields, and for the creation of a web site which
will promote and link the collections when established.
According to Hale, the object of this grant is to
highlight the contribution of women filmmakers to
the arts, and to allow the public to see and view perspectives that might not otherwise be possible.

Townsend
Continued from Front Page
She also enjoys the fact that no
one else in the city really covers
the entertainment beat as extensively as she does.
"Getting new trends, new clubs
first," says Townsend, "gives you a
sense of accompl ishment."
Although she is currently enjoying career success, Townsend
admits to making mistakes during
her college years and urges students to avoid similar pitfalls.
Townsend believes she should
have taken more classes in the
humanities and sc iences.
"Take plenty of classes outside
of your field," she says. "Expand
your knowledge, read, get as much
exposure to technology as possible."
Townsend also advises aspiring
Journalists to tighten their editing
skills . She credits Co lumbia's
copy editing course for helping her
" pay more attention to detail"
while writing. Townsend says
strong writing nnd strong editing
skills go hand in hand,
"1\ good writer is also a good
editor and vice verSd she SByS,
"Work on your spell ni, Know
your copy edltlnll murks, Edit
your copy, -lean copy makel for
happy edlton."

"
l

J.C. Johnson/Chronicle
Audarshla Townllnd converses over
dinner I t Bin 38,
Townsend ofTers more specific
advice for African-Americans who
want to become Journalists.
"Work 10 times harder than
everyone else," she says, "Be a
better editor. A better writer. Do
the best job you can, Come in
early. Stay laIc, You must give
I SO percent in the beginning,"
The ablliLy to oompromise is
another skill that Townsend fee ls
Afrlcan-Amerloan journalists must
develop,
"You' ll hive to make lots of
comproml •••,It she say" "It could
be fl'ultrltlna when they [edItOl'l)

aren't interested in stories that
cover African-American issues."
Townsend says that she is one of
seven blacks on the Tribune:r 100person editorial stafT. She says the
lack of presence of an AfricanAmerican voice is " disheartening"
and reinforces her belief that aspiring black journalists have to be
" ten times beller" than their peers.
Providing a voice for young
African-Americans is next on
Townsend's agenda. Her goal for
the fut~re is I~ "quit her day job"
and wnte a senes 0 f novels ge red
toward black teens . Her tirst no el
is complete and is being fine-tuned
by her publisher.
"I wunt 10 be the bluc.k Jud
Blume, " she snys.
Townsend says her ne\ . buc _
ground hns hCliped her t~men.
dOllsly wilh writing nn cis.
"I wrote my first Imok in II
m~nth, " silo sa s, " 1'1\\ lIsc:d t
bem~ . on u dlil deadlin . M
~wrtle wus dun\! l1\ I~ \) munth ,"
, Whet~llr Audurshill '1'0\ 1\ lid
Will continue tu \ rite lbuut the
newest nightclub to hit hk
ur
follow her dl'\\t1l1\ Iu \ rit n \;,,1
.boutteen "Ollst, Utle th ing is
taln: Townsend ~ 11\ hl"'l.'1 II
time working.
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Fiction writers celebrate prose at festival
By ScottVencl
Staff Writer
Former Columbia student and current teacher Don De
Grazia highlighted a week-long festival of writers in the
Chicago area during April 10 through 15. De Grazia
read passages from his recently released book, American
Skin, which details the life of a skinhead.
The festival began with an alumni reading and reception honoring Betty Shi"flett and featured writer Joe
Meno, author of Tender As Hellfire.
On Tuesday, April II , the residence center was host to
a publishing panel that included Carolyn Alessio, an editor for the Chicago Tribune books section. Also attending was author Arnie Bernstein, agent Esmond V.
Harmsworth, editor Matt Walker, publisher Sharon
Woodhouse and De Grazia.

The next day provided an opportun ity to share in a
conversation with author Jaimee Wriston Colbert, who
wrote Climbing the God Tree. Later that night Colbert
participated in a reading at the Hokin Annex.
De Grazia was joined Thursday, April 13, by Richard
Price and Hubert Selby Jr. to celebrate the U.S. release
of De Grazia's book. The Metro, where the reading took
place, was packed with people eagerly awaiting the
arrival of De Grazia. After a 30-minute delay and the
usual greetings, De Grazia read some captivating passages about the life of a young man who gets into constant trouble .
In one particular passage, De Grazia descri bed the
experiences Alex, one of the main characters, has while
serving time in Cook County Prison. He described Alex
being led out of the prison into a much different and
more violent section of the facility. Guards would
remind Alex how much the other prisoners were going to

appreciate him during his five-year stay.
The night ended to a loud round of app lause . The
coming-of-age book was first published in England, and
was released this month in the United States. It has
received much critical acclaim, and has been compared
to famous works such as Huckleberry Finn and Catcher
in the Rye.
Author Valerie Wilson Wesley appeared Friday, April
14 at Hokin Hall for a reading . A panel di scussing fiction, film and the future was held there as well. The
panel featured Randall Albers, Colbert, De Grazia,
Meno, Price, Selby Jr. and Wesley.
All events were free and open to the public, except for
a Saturday benefit that cost $150. The fundraiser featured Colbert, along with the Bobbi Wil syn and Friends
Jazz Quintet. The proceeds went to the John Schultz and
Betty Shiflett Story Scholarship Fund.

Columbia hosts
local college
composers festival
By Stephanie K. Smith
Staff Writer

photos by Rob HarVGhronicle

Jesse White addresses organ donation issue
Columbia students came out last Thursday to help save lives and participate In
events that couldn't be ruined by the rain and cold.
Secretary of State Jesse White spoke to a cr.owd of students In the Hokln Annex
about the need for organ donations.
He relayed his.personal experiences with the subject matter, as he gave students a
glimpse Into the struggle his sister underwent until she received a much-needed
organ donation.
White also conducted a question and answer session, In which he provided prizes
for students and faculty who successfully answered questions relating to organ
donation.
The ·Jesse White Tumblers were unable to demonstrate their acrobatic
talent due to Inclement weather.

For nearly a decade and a half, the Midwest
Spring Festival of Composers has been held at
various co ll eges and universities, and now it is
our turn to host the annual event.
The event is not a competition, rather an exhibition for students from the University of
Chicago, Rooseve lt, The School of the Art
Institute, DePaul and Columb ia. The festi val
is a limitless presentation of music and style .
This year 's festiva l will be held on Thursday,
April 27 throu gh Saturday, April 29 at
Columbia's Music Center Concert Hall , 1014
S. Mi chigan Ave. All events are free and open
to students and the public .
·'Columbia has been preparin g fo r this for the
past two years," sa id , Gustavo Leone, professor of com position .
The concerts will beg in al 7 p.m . on the
27th, and 28th, and at I p.m. on the 291h . The
last performances on the 29th wil l include
sound sculptures, install ations, electric pieces
and four digital dance pieces.
The presentations will include a wide spectrum of music that yo ung composers are writing, and the music of today.
"The festival is des igned to be an open forum
to which co mposers bring their work and li sten
to other composers' work," add ed Leone .
For a program schedule, call 3 12-344-6145.

Metallica's lawsuit accuses universities of music piracy
thing that doesn 't belong to you,"
Metallica drummer Lars Ulrich said in a
Tribune Media Services
news release. "That is morally and legally
wrong. The trading of such informationThree universities' decisions to allow whether its music, videos, photos or whatstudents to use the controversial Internet ever- is, in effect, trafficking in stolen
music software Napster have spawned a goods."
Indiana University has become a prime
lawsuit from one of rock's biggest bands.
Indiana, Yale universities and the candidate for inclusion in this action durUniversity of Southern California have ing the early weeks of 2000. On Feb. 12,
been named in a lawsuit filed this week by the school blocked all access to Napster as
Metallica, the first high-profile act to sue MP3 downloads escalated to command 61
Napster for its alleged role in music piracy percent of IU's network capacity to transfer information.After outcry from students
on the World Wide Web.
Computer users around the world have such as Students Against University
downloaded Napster.com's free software Censorship founder Chad Paulson, the
that allows the easy exchange of music school's information technology office
worked with Napster to reinstate access to
coinpressed into files known as MP3s.
MP3s are not illegal, and have been the software and did so March 25 .
More than 130 U.S . colleges have perhailed by low-profile musicians .as a way
to compete with corporate recordmg labels manently blocked Napster. Metallica attorand radio stations. It 's just as easy, howev- ney Howard King said IU officials should
er, for the public- largely college sll.Jdents have considered more than network capacat this point- to compress ~opynghted ity when lifting its ban.
"Once they became aware they could
music and offer it to anyone usmg Napster
or a variety of other file-sharing. program~. solve the bandwidth problem-and
Metallica's management claIms there s expressing knowledge of the copyright
not a single song from the band's 10- infringement potential-[they] said, 'Well,
album catalog that isn't available for free we've solved aur problem and trust our
download through Napster. In its lawsui~, students will honor everybody's copy·the band accuses the company and the Uni- right, ... King said.
Ouistopher Simpson, Indiana University
versities of facilitating continued copyvice president for public affairs and govright infringements.
"This is about piracy: taking some- ernment regulations, said he was unable to

By David Lindquist

comment on the lawsuit because he had grown so mewhat di sillusioned by what
yet to see it. Simpson questioned the fea- he's heard recently from Napster official s.
sibility, however, of the school's policing "As a company, Napster has a certain
user activity on a computer system that re spo nsibility," Pau lson sai d Friday.
serves 96,000 stude nts and 14,000 " Either they're going to take a stand for or
against piracy."
employees.
"I don 't see how it 's
do-ab le," he sa id . On
behalf of its member
companies,
the
Industry
Recording
Association of America
sued
Napster
in
December, charging it
facilitated
copyright
infringement. The RIAA
is seeking $100,000 for
each transfer of a copyrighted song.
In a news release this
Do you love music? Are you an artist, producer, manweek, Laurence Pulgram,
ager or just a person in search of the tools to make your
an attorney for San
dreams come true? Columbia College Music and ·
Mateo, California-based
Entertainment Training Institute is a new organization
Napster, said Metallica's
on the Columbia College campus and we can help you!
suit "reads like it was
CCMETI is dedicated to providing a hands.-on outlet
written to inflame the
for individuals interested in the music and entertainpress and intimidate uniment field. Our goal is to inform and consult students
versities rather than to
. about the industry and to equip them through classes
present legal issues to the
and workshops with the prQper tools and resources to
court."
pursue their career choices. We have our meetings
Paulson,
an
IU
every Monday at 5:00 p.m. 623 South Wabash. Come
sophomore, said he sees
join us for an enlightening discussion!
valid
points
in
Metallica's suit and has

CORNER.

Columbia College Music and
Entertainment Training Institute
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elebratio
Hermann D. Conaway
Multicultural Center
P lease join us for the dedication celebration of
the Hermann D. Conaway Multicultural Center
on Friday, May 5th at 4:00 p.m. This lively
celebration will feature a buffet supper and
a performance by the Barrett Sisters.
The Center, located on the first floor of the
1104 South Wabash building, houses a gallery,
multi-level coffee house and performance space
equi pped with several stages and a state of the
art sound system. The Center, named after a much
belove d Dean, is designed to enhance the social,
cultural and intellectual enri ch ment of student
life and t he Columbia Community.

-------------------------------------------------------,

Ne
Columbia College Chicago
Careers in Teaching
Our goal is to help educators cre dte new path s of learn i ng and ex per i en ces- draw ol d maps of kno wl edg e t o
reflect a variety of per spe ct ive s. ~ nd discover new voice s i n t he multi ple co mmun lt ie ~ of which we are a part.

M as ter

at A rts

In Teachi ng

A program leading to l"l no ls certificat i on i n Ele men t ary
Education (K-S). Eng lish 16 - 12)' Inte rdiSCiplinary Art ~ (K-I 2).

Master

at Arts

In Multi c ultura l E.duca tl o n

A career-enhanc i ng p' og r dm wi t h an i nnovat i ve approach
to teaching in th e class rooms of the " 21st century'. ESL
and Bilingual Concen t rat i ons available .

M aste r

at Arts

in Urb a n T eac hing

A program lea ding to illi nois certification in El eme ntary
Educat io n Wit h B" i nyua l Ap proval f or Tran sit ion al
Bili ngual (type 291 Teac her s.

Columbia CoII~ge Chicago Department of EduCitlonal Studies
800 South Michigan Av~nue Chicago, illinois 60605 312 - 344-8140
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Would vou like
one of these on
vo resumeil
Second Place - General Excellence
Second Place - Critical Review Other Than
Film: Mike O'Brien
First Place - Front Page Layout: James Boozer
Third Place - Editorial: James Boozer
First Place - Feature Writing: Valerie Danner,

DrOlduc-.J'Jessica Quist and Chris Richert
week with a .. '
344-7432 and
M'VI,IIlW_ Please be preitnl'ral"hv classes you
have taken and some examples of your work
come for your Interview. Please
don't hesitate to call and ask questions. Our office Is In the 623 S. Wabash Bldg. Room 205.

Third Place - Sports News Story: Graham
Couch
Second Place - Sports Feature story: Graham
Couch
Second Place - In-Depth Reporting: Elizabeth
Nendick, Stephanie Berlin, Carmen DeFalco,
Todd Hofacker and Jen Magid

PosItIons AvaIlable •••••
Campus Editor
The Campus Editor Is In charge of news coverage of events, Issues and people on campus. This Individual must be available at least 20
hours per week. They will be In charge of assigning and collecting campus [news/feature) stories from staff writers and correspondents and they will also be In charge of layout and design of the Campus section.

Viewpoints Editor
The Viewpoints Editor Is responsible In assigning and collecting opinion stories and columns for publication. This Individual will also be
In charge of layout and design of the viewpoints section. They must also be available for at least 20 hours per week.

Arts & Entertaiment Editor
The Arts & Entertalment Editor Is In charge of news coverage of events, Issues and people within the arts & entertaiment field. This
Includes coverage on campus, and the Chicago area. This person must be responsible, and work well with others. They will be In charge
of assigning arts & entertainment stories to staff writers and correspondents, and the layout and design of the section. They must also
be available for at least 20 hours per week.

Assistant Editors (various sections)
Assistant Editors help with supervising various parts of the newspaper, and assist Section Editors with story assignments and In some
cases, design and layout of the section. They will also produce stories and/or colums for various sections of the newspaper. These
students must be available at least 10 hours a week.

Copy Chief & Copy Editors
Copy Editors are In charge of checking, polishing and correcting stories written by staff editors, writers and correspondents.

New Media Editor & New Media Staff
The New Media Editor & Staff ar~ responsible for the content and design of the Chronicle's award-winning web site.
WWW.CCCHRONICLE.COM

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Staff Writers/Photographers
Any students interested in receiving college credit as a staff writer or photographer MUST sign up for the College Newspaper
Workshop (53-3001-01) which is listed under Journalism in the Fall 2000 course schedule. All students are welcome to write for
the Chronicle; however, only journalism and photography students may sign up for the workshop.
•••••••••• •• • • •• •••• •• ••••• • • •••• •• • ••• •• ••• •• • •• •• • • • • • ••• • •••• • •• • • • • • ••• •• •• • • •• • •• •• • •

EDITORIAL

College higher-ups pull a Rod Beck
For longer than probably any current student has been here, one of
Columbia's biggest objectives has
been its student com munity, or lack
thereof. Attempts at developing uni form ca maraderie in the South Loop
ha ve in vo lved the acquis ition of new
bui ldings, the merging of majors and
even departments, and the creation of
student organizations and centers
around ca mpus.
So far, it hasn't really worked; the
student body is, by large, still at odds
with itself- perhaps because many
of us arc here to network and excel
within our own fields of study and
don't really care what everyone else
is up to. Still, the administration
deserves some kudos for at least trying to fight a losin g battle.
But what gives when a go lden
opportunity arrives? Reports of a
sexual assault near campus surfaced
earlier this month, and many students
- females in particular- expressed
concern as to just how safe the South
Loop rea lly is.
With the news that the account
was fabricated, yo u'd think that the
college wou ld jump at the chance to

assure students that while they
always need to be on their toes when
safety is concerned, nothing terrible
had actually taken place that night.
Instead , the top floor has been
tight-lipped about the whole
ordeal - a paltry, three-sentence
statement and little more. The
administration isn't ta lking, security
isn't talking, and neither the president of the college nor the dean of
Student Li fe has attempted to
address students as a whole .
Leaders hip be damned when the
sme ll of liti gation is in the air.
It seems our school wou ld rather
protect its image and wipe this pile
of bird crap from its windshield than
show any major concern for its students. What a shame too, since as
students, we a ll pay more than
enough money to attend Columbia,
and we all expect and deserve a little
peace of mind to complement our
education. Unfortunately, the college
would rather count its cash than rally
behind its student body, even if we
finally have something upon which
we can a ll can agree.

THE GIRL WHO CRIED RAPE

And the hunters have possession
ell it was a ll a hoax. It was all a ruse, a madeup scenario that had people leery in the
South Loop neighborhood. The result? A rape that
never happened not on ly hurts women in general, but
a lso mocks women who have been sexually assau lted
before.
Now it's open season for a rape to occur on campus. That's right. Unfortunately, it's the perfect opportunity for this kind of attack to take place. Ifit did happen, how skeptical wou ld the student body be, or even
security for that matter? Nobody would believe it right
away, if they would even believe it at all. It becomes a
classic argument of he said she said, and fabrications
like this only make it that much harder for the woman

W

Valerie Danner
Managing Editor

See Danner, following page
THE SCAPEGOAT: PICK A STEREOTYPE, ANV STEREOTYPE

T

his just in. Police have found a young
••
woman 's body brutally beaten and
possibly raped on Chicago's west side. The victim
claims the suspect approached her from behind while
she was on her way home from work. Police have a
few leads to suspects, but none very concrete.
Residents-be on the lookout for a 6-3, 230-pound
male. He has short curly black hair, brown eyes and a
very dark complexion. He a lso wears a nasty scar on
his right cheek and a tattoo of two dragons on his left
a rm . His mouth is filled with gold and silver, but don't
get too close, his body odor leaves something to be
desired. Under his White Sox baseball cap sits a crown
o f corn rows tightly wrapped with a red rag that repre-

Donnie Seals Jr.
Assistant Photo
Editor

See Seals, following page
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fashion myse lf a rather remarkable liar. If
you didn't know that, it's only because I'd
I
never let on.
When I was 17, I convinced a kid that I went
to another high schoo l-while we were in gym
class together (l told him I only came around for
gym classes, since the other high schoo l didn ' t
have a decent track to run on). I told another kid ,
after he'd spotted me in an English classroom
twice in one day, that I
took six English classes
because I couldn't read .
Both times, they
believed me, and not just
for a minute or two .
We're talking weeks.
That in mind, while it
may not be right, I have a
quiet admiration for anyone who can tell a ridiculous, glorious fib and get
Billy O'Keefe
away with it, straight face
Viewpoints/New and all. Those who can
rattle off fake answer
Media Editor

~:e~~ac~e ~s;e:w~~~~~~

m_rb.i.lIy.@_m.r.b.il.ly•.c.o.m.
•
eybrow are a rare breed.
I'm proud, in my own stupid way, to be one of
those people .
Of course, there are limits. And the line we
casual fibbers never cross is neither thin nor blurry. It's big, bold and bright red. Across this line?
A big, brittle acre of hell called harm . And if
there's a cardinal rule of spinning an imaginary
yarn, it's to never cross into that territory. You can
lie for selfish or selfless reasons, stupid reasons or
for no reason at all. But if anyone should fall in
harm 's way because of your lie, it'd better be you.
Say, since we're on the subject.. . That sexua l
assault of a Columbia student that took place on
April 4? It didn ' t really take place. The girl lied .
The scenario, in fact, is straight out of a
Meredith Baxter script: A girl hobbling on crutches (what a prop!) makes her way home after dark.
Upon leav ing a cab (which you think could pull
up to Columbia's residence center where she was
ultimate ly headed, but let's continue), she was
approached by a generic, intimidating black man.
(For full ignorant effect, let's call this guy
"Buckwheat2K." After all, given her embarrassingly stereotypical description of the rapist, our
lying friend's portrait of African-American men
obviously has no room for the likes of, say, Bill
Cosby.)
Buckwheat2K, who in the false account
looked and even smelled like a stereotypical
homeless man, started barking something at the
girl, who carried on as if the aforementioned barking wasn't taking place. Then, mad that she wasn't giving him the time of day, he chased her,
grabbed her from behind, threw her down and had
sex with her.
Just about anyone who can successfully operate a television has heard this story before, be it on
the news or some craperriffic NBC Movie of the
Week. But that, of course, isn't the point; regardless of its execution, regardless of its originality,
an account of rape should always-always-be
taken seriously.
Like the empty feeling that comes with losing
a loved one, the pain of being physically violated
cannot be sized up until it is felt firsthand. I
myse lf cannot even imagine what it feels like; my
only points of reference are accounts I've read,
people I've met and a friend of mine who was
raped several years back and is sti ll haunted by the
memory.
From these I have painted in my head an ugly

Editorials are the opinions of Ihe Editonal Board of The Columbia
Chronicle . Columns are th e op,nions of the author(s) .

portrait of helplessness, dire fear and white-hot
se lf-hate, a period of perhaps 10 minutes that can
tum any number of happy years upside down
while damaging irrevocably the years that remain.
And that's only if justice is served. Usually, it
isn't, because rape is often a case of hearsay. And
in a society where the male is more powerful and
his reputation is sti ll perceived to be more valuable than that of the female, a victim of rape is
often left with long odds and little else. Too often,
she doesn ' t even come forward, often because she
is afraid of the retaliation that will result. If someone is capable once, he or she is capable twice.
And three times. And four times. And so on.
(Granted, men get attacked too. But let's play
the percentages here, since anywhere between 92
and 98 percent of rape victims are women.)
Speaking hypothetically, our lying friend was
luckier than most. She had the support of friends
and authorities, as well as the Chicago media,
which never questioned her very shoddy story.
Anyone on campus who discredited the account
as false kept their doubts fairly mumed, lest they
be endlessly berated.
Such a supportive reaction doesn't happen all
the time. General knowledge has it that of the
more than 300,000 .selS,ual assaults t~at 0J:s;ur'
annually, less than one third are reported. Some
experts think that the number drops all the way
down to 10 percent. And even when the assault is
reported and the perpetrator is convicted, the victim isn 't always vindicated. A popular generalization is that, in a man 's world, reporting a rape only
invites blame, animosity and notoriety, so why
bother, especially when the guy will probably be
back on the street in a few years anyway?
That in mind, I want everyone to thank our
lying friend for stacking the odds further in violent crime 's favor. And then I want everyone to
get on their knees and start praying, Jim Bakkerstyle, for the South Loop's next rape victim .
Because if there is anything we can damn sure
predict, it's that the next girl who really gets
attacked will not enjoy nearly the same chance as
the se lfi sh student who cried wolf, millennium
edition.
Should another attack occur this school year,
this summer or even next school year, people will
not necessarily ask if she's okay. They'll first
want to know if she's lying, and why.
We'll all play doctor, thinking we can spot the
warning signs: She wants attention! She has a history of mental illness ! She seemed sad the other
day; what a nut! Once the armchair diagnosis is
in, the best story in the world may not have a
chance.
As of now, there is talk of bringing criminal
charges against the girl. It's a good idea; her crime
may not be nearly as grisly as the act of rape itself,
but it's every bit as selfish and has the potential to
do just as much damage.
The next time a rape takes place in the South
Loop, the police will do their job (hopefully;
everybody get a hot pink wallet so no one gets
shot 60 times by accident) and the press will
report the story as it comes. 'That's their job.
But those aren't the people the victim will
need most. She'll need her friends, her fellow students and this community of good, hard-working
people to stand behind her and believe her.
Unfortunately, thanks to one impulsive, stupid,
se lf-important liar, such support may not be there.
And that very notion, despite any arrest, charge or
conviction, is a ll it takes for yet another victim to
keep quiet and ho ld her pain inside. Thanks a lot,
sweetheart.

Sources: Bureau ofJustice Statistics, RAINN

Letters to the Editor must include your full name, year, major. and
a phone number. All letters are edited for grammar and may be cut due
to the limited amount of space available .

Views expressed in this publication are those of the writer and
are not the opinions of The Columbia Chronicle , Columbia's
Jou rnatism Department or Columbia College Chicago.

Letters can be faxed to us @ 312-344-8032, e-mailed to letters@ccchronicle.com or mailed to The Columbia Chronicte cia
Letlers To The Editor, 623 S. Wabash Ave ., Suite 205, Chicago, IL
60605.
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sents the gang he is probably a ffi liated with.
His criminal record is fill ed with horrendous
crimes of violence and chaos that span from
Los Angeles to New York. If spotted, please
run in fear, he's probably after you."
Who 's guilty? The s uspect? Or is it the
victim giving the description? I had just
come home one even ing when a friend of
mine called and said, "Something happened
at Columbia, turn on the TV. " Now you and
I both know that rarely does something
exciting happen down here in the South
Loop. If we' re lucky, a movie crew wi ll take
up al most a ll of Wabash to fi lm a scene starring some no-name actor. But it's usually
CBS shooting their Saturday evening hit
"Early Edition" .
So I watched in anti cipation to see how
Co lumbia could make the news without
another fi re occurring. It turns out that a
female student was sexually assaulted near
the residence center. Wow, that's pretty big
news . .. well , for a school like us. When you
work fo r the school paper, and you don' t
have any maj or college sports teams, you
tend to fish for real news stories like this.
Finally, the newscast showed the police
sketch given by the victim.
As soon as the drawing was displayed on

From the '
Chronicle Mailbag
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Remembering Amadou
Diallo
Billy, Thank you fo r your article about
Amadou Dia llo (April 17th). T his event is
a complete outrage. Our country never
ceases to astonish me with how it has no
shame. We need to keep talking about
atrocities like this. T hank you for bringing it up and voi c ing your concern.

Maria de Ja Torre

Forgetting Hugh
Hefner
For once you selected a good topic then you pi ssed on it with yo ur complete
ignorance toward the subject matter at
hand (April 17). Playboy is not pure ly
about sex, it never was. I f you had the
inte lligence to look beyond the g lossy
pics you'd fi nd some of the best journalism in print today (unlike the shit that gets
published in your silly rag).
Valerie, my dear, Playboy does not
exploit women. when the magazine fi rst
began it gave women a new medium in
which to express themselves-it empowe red women-only because o f simpleminded, weak people like you has it come
to mean something e lse . Keep reading
Good Housekeeping and please just write
about something yo u know- dogs !

Michelle Roby

COLUMBIA ' S

the scree." I j ust shook my head in disgust. I
wasn't s urprised reall y, j ust frustrat ed
because all the police sketches victims give
are starting to look the same to me . Another
6-foot-ta ll black man wi th a baseball cap out
to do no good. Is it the fact that the man is
ta lP Or is it the baseball cap that's making
him do no good? It couldn' t poss ibly be the
fact that the man is o f dark Sk ill, ri ght?
Because by that rationale, there would be a
lot more assaults, rapes and "no-good" acti vity going on. By that rational , many black
men here on campus are up to " no-good ."
Comed ian Bill Cosby is a 6-foot black
man. Co lumbia's own prol ific documentary
photogra pher instructor Dawoud Bey is a 6foot black man . Even Co lumbia's new president Warrick Carter is a 6-foot bl ack man.
Are they a ll up to no good too?
I'm sorry, but as a black man, I' m not
hono red that you want to charge me with
cri mes because I fit the description of a
deviant. I' m not fl attered yo u think I look
like the type or that I " fi t the mold" of the
rapist, murde rer or k idnapper in your small
play. And that 's exactly what th is was, a
small story to retrieve attenti on fo r one insecure person.
One gloomy night in the South Loop a

Dan ner

young woman trave ls ho me. Nearby, a
homel ess she lter stands tall where all kinds
of e vil fo lk lu rk . Upon exiti ng her cab, the
woman is struck and taken advantage o f by
a shadowy man of dark sk in and unbearable
sme ll. All the characteristi cs were in place,
so who wouldn't beli eve it? The police
be lieved her story. The medi a beli eved her
story. Columbia believed her sto ry along
with many fac ul ty members and stude nts on
campus. Did you? Remember a woman by
the name o f Susan Smith who in 1993
info rmed police that a black man had kidnapped her children? She had the entire
world looki ng fo r this crazed b lack man
s peeding th e highways with two wh ite children in the backseat (and there 's no doubt he
li ste ni ng
to
som e
hip
hop
was
mu sic .. . VERY LOUD) . Turns out M rs.
Smith had drowned her own chi ldren, and
just blamed so me random black man.
Watch out Columbia! The black men
who rhy me in front of the Wabash buildi ng,
the bl ack men in your classroom , the black
men that give you s upp lies from the cage,
the black men who make fi lms, the black
men who sing, even the bl ack men who
write fo r your paper ... cou ld be a fter yo u.

Continued from previous page

to be be lieved .
And as I walked through the various
bui ldi ngs on campus, each with the picture
of this " rapist" pl astered on the g lass
entrances, I fe lt sorry for this poor v ictim. I
thought about when she'd come back to
school, how difficult it would be for her to
be faced with her attacker 's'. p icture, hGw
every time she sta res into the sketched eyes
of her rapist, it must bring it a ll back. My
empathy was wasted on someone who a ll
a long j ust sat back, as the students worri ed
and the police wasted the ir time searching
fo r the rea l s uspect, even though their
search would have been as fruitless as OJ . 's
search for the rea l kill ers.
Up until Tuesday afternoon when the
police confirmed to the C hronicle that the
attack didn't take place, I be lieved the g irl. I
had heard a ll the rumors about the a lleged
victim , who had a knack for lying, whose
story was slowly fa lling apart behind the
scenes. But I still didn 't want to be lieve that
someo ne wou ld make that up. I eve n
de fe nded her to other students who kept
tell ing me she was lying. After a ll , what
kind of a person wou ld concoct such a story,
that as she ho bbled along on her crutches, a
B.a. sme lling man came fro m behind and
dragged her to a park whe re he violated her
in the worst way possible mere steps fro m
her res idence?
Apparently someone w ith psycho logical problems. Th is was mere ly an attentionseeking mission. T hi s victim must have
visualized the sympathy she would get, the
fear that she would instill into peop le in the
South Loop community. People on campus
would be put on a lert and the local med ia
would g lom onto the unnerving story :
Co llege student raped near her do rm in the
South Loop, the relative ly safe ne ighborhood that boasts the lowest crime rate in the

city. There wo uld be reporters, cameras, a
co ncerned admini stration a nd a student
body-how wonde rful it must have see med
to her. Even fa ke attention is better than
none . But I guess she's never heard the story
about the little boy who cried wolf.
In a way, I feel mildly sorry for her. She
obviously has some sort of compu lsion to
lie. But what s he did was selt~se r v i ng and
detri me.nta l. How much sympathy ca n one
have for so meone who comprom ises others?
The sad thing is that it d idn't just happen
at Columbia. T here must have been something in the dri nking water that day. Oddly
enough, another woman on another arca
campus- Benedicti ne Uni versity-cl aimed
that s he was attac ked tha t same ni ght
(although the two inci dents are unrelated).
However, a ma le passerby s upposedly happened to see the eve nt taking pl ace .and the
assa ilant scurried away. But early last week ,
that one unrave led too. It turns out the
fem a le student and he r ma le hero were in on
the plot together, and staged the attack fo r
proba bly simi lar reasons as the Columbia
student did- fo r some sort of attentionseeking, twisted gag.
Both made me uneasy when I heard
abo ut these two separate student attacks. I
try to a lways have someone with me when
I' m walking after peak hours, but it's not
a lways possible. All it ta kes is one instance
to be by yourself for something to happe n.
So a ll I have to say is still watch your
back . Just because these two inc idents on ly
happened in these lia rs' m inds, doesn ' t
mean the next one couldn ' t be authentic.
Bad th ings can still happen in good ne ighborhoods. And what these students did was
not only se lfi sh, but dangerous as we ll- s he
just messed safety up for the rest of us and
ruined the credibility of fu ture victims.

Question: In spite of what happened, do you think Columbia's security needs improvement?
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Fiction Writing Department

Looking
for a class?

--. .
Ie Ion
-.
Are you interested in writing?
Are you creative?
Do you have stories to tell?

OMANPONER'

®

Full time, short- and long- term positions available
immediately at our client companies in downtown
Chicago. Our clients include some of Chicago's
largest companies in the Health Care field, Academia,
Consulting and Accounting firms.
We currently need
Administrative Assistants with MSOFFICE 97
Data Entry/Excel Spreadsheet Operators
Customer Service Representatives
Highest wages paid
Temp to Perm available
50% of your medical benefit premium paid by
Manpower for qualifying employees..
Map.power is the world's largest and leading staffing
service. The best benefits in the industry.
LifelHealth Insurance • Paid Holidays and
Vacations • Free Computer Training - •
For immediate consideration call :
Chicago Loop - 55 E. Monroe St.. - 312-263-5144
Chicago North - 900 N. Michigan - 312-266-2903
Chicago West Loop - 500 W. Madison - 312-648-4555
Chica 0 Ameritech- 312-648-0000

See your department advisor or
visit the Fiction Writing Department
during Early Registration for Fall 2000
May 1,2000 through May 12,2000.
And for Summer 2000-April 24 through April 28
Call for your Early Registration appointment now!
312-344-7611

Classes available in
.:. Short Stories
.:. Novels
.:. Creative Nonfiction
•:. Script Forms
Story Workshop® and other
Fiction Writing Department
courses will improve reading, writing,
speaking, listening, visualizing, and
creative problem-solving skills
useful for every college major and the job market.
Fiction Writing Department
12th Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue

!,

Performing in L. A.
The First Year
Thursday, April 27,
from 11 A. M. to 1 P. M.
featuring speaker

Joshua Leisner,
agent wlth WHIIam Morris Agency•
1999 graduate of C91umbia CoIege

The Theater Building,
72 IEPt EIewIIIth Street

c....cThNter

What is it realy like to break Into the entertainment business in
LA? Joshua Leisner, a 1999 graduate of Columbia and an agent
with the William Morris Agency, win speak to students on the pitfalls and highlights of his first year on the West Coast
Performl,. artIata and .............. stuMnta.
come and hear a recent graduate give the lowdown on life after
Columbia.

.. -/fl ..
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Subrlll Applicalion: Fischetti Schoiarshlp. Journal ism Depallment . Columbia College Chicago. 600 South Michigan Avenue. Chicago.,IL 60605

The Columbia College Career Planning

a

Placement Office presents••••

ON-CAMPUS
R E C R U I TIN G D A 'Y S
• April 21
.... your chance

CO

SI!!!Jqual Copywrifrr

.Apri128

.May 5

.May 12

interview on,campus for enny,level positions in the arts & communications fields!!!
Graphic Dfi;qn~r

PTodacfion Artis.

S"lrs Anis~anf

W,..b PToqr"mmn

Cus-fomn- ~rvlcf' llf"prrsrnt"U"e

•

Account [xrc"Uve

MHI",

Comput~r ~r vlces ~cla'ls'

ll~qIooal

fr_lance "'us'rator

fIlusfrdfor

Trilmc Assk'iln'

MNi" ~kd Speclalls'

Assis'",n'
Tecltnoloqy MMNqer

Project CfNWdlnilfor
News Reporter

friO!!tim!"dia 5pf"dd/is!
f:¥r-w§ Producer

TO REGISTER NOW:
• Come to the Career Planning & Placement Office front desk
(623 S. Wabash, Suite 300) and aubmIt your RESUME
• Choose the employers and positions that Interest you
• When your registration is complete, silll up for Interview times and dates at our
front desk
• HURRY IN! Space is limited.
Call (312) 344·7280 for more infonnation, or visit us at www .colum.edu/student·life/careerplanning
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3rd Annual HOllletown
Cinenla Filln Festival RECEIV~
COLUl\ffil
COLLEGE URR

8 ,ttcLlIsf'lj p"fessi,nal,
Including
Alex Rose - Producer
Norma Rae, The Other Sister
Shane Black - Screenwriter
Lethal Weapon, Long Kiss Goodnight
Jeff Graup - Manager,
Agent, Producer
Sally Kirkland - Actress
EdTV, Felicity, Anna

•
'---_.
April 28-30, 2000
Bloomington Indiana
Vis it the Web address below
for festival schedule and
information.

for
to
the
hotel Information.

Also, announcing First Ever Hometown
Cinema Online Film Festival. Accepting submissions now at

www.hometowncinema.org
NO FILM ENTRY FEE!

Launching in June of 2000
Re.c/y, (hI! lIo ml! lQ'Wrt

CW f'nQ FUIIWl/ :r Marcol

Visit us on the Web and let the Hometown Cinema Script Doctor
review your film online. Experience online chat sessions with
entertainment professionals, visit a set, an editing facility or learn
how film is made.
The ONLY online film festival dedicated to education and
enrichment by serving as a stepp ing stone between your film
education and film career.

WWW.HOMETOWNCINEMA.COM

Y
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Vitality

INSIDE THE WORLD OF ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

VITALI
~R~ to Chicago
For Steppenwolf Theater's 'One Flew Over the Cukoo's Nest'
By Elizabeth Fiting
Staff Writer
This show is brilliant. It's shocking. And it's
hilarious . You probably knew that if you've
ever seen the movie. But don't mistake The
Steppenwolf's production of "One Flew Over
The Cuckoo's Nest" as an attempt to recreate
the film in a live setting. Led by Gary Sinise in
the role of Randle P. McMurphy, this show
shines with its own energy, and while the
actors handle their parts differently, they are
luminous on stage,
It's hard to fail with a blue-chip actor like
Sinise, who is also a Chicago theater veteran.
Here, he not only displays, but flaunts , his talent as he throws himself into the role of the
charismatic
McMurphy ,
inviting
you
along for the
ride
on
his
downward spiral through a
mental institution . He's loud ,
he's obnoxious ,
he 's that guy
you hate when
you are sitting
next to him on
the train , but
you cheer for
him when he L-_'::';;';:';
becomes an unlikely hero. Sinise shows you
McMurphy's brash nature , but als o his conscience , and by the end of the play he is as
much our hero as he is the patients '.
Despite Sinise's fine performance, this play
would never have been such a joy to watch if it
weren 't for its wonderful supporting cast. As
Nurse Ratched, Steppenwolf ensemble member Amy Morton brings a touch of reality to the
show. It is hard to fathom knowing a largerthan-life character such as McMurphy, or the
people that make up the mental institution ,
Morton 's Nurse Ratched is attainable. She's
the witch you sat next to in history, or that

teacher you had in third grade--calm, cold,
and unyielding, while focused, driven, and
bossy. She possesses that certain something
you can't stand, but can't quite put your finger
on.
Ross Lehman as Harding and Tim
Sampson as Chief Bromden make beautiful
transitions, drawing strength from McMurphy
and the feeling of solidarity he creates. And
Eric Johner is heartbreaking as Billy Bibbit,
the one who we have the most hope for. Also
included in the wonderful cast are K. Todd
Freeman as Dr. Spivey, Mariann Mayberry as
Candy Starr, and Rick Snyder as Cheswick,
all brilliant Steppenwolf ensemble members.
And I have to throw in that Misha Kuznetsov
was especially rewarding in his role as
Ruckley, an almost catatonic "acute" who
stands
for
most of the
show in the
position
of
Jesus on the
cross. Great
stuff.
For
record ,
racked
brains
for
something
negative to
say. As an
objective
reviewer,
I
- - - - - - - made a serious and wholehearted attempt to find something to critici ze. I couldn 't. The lighting is
excellent. What can you say about the costumes? They were all wearing pajamas . The
scenes in which Chief Bromden spoke to his
father were fluid , the overlapping voices of
man and child adding to the tragedy of his illness. The stage direction kept the audience r----....---------...;.
motivated to follow the characters . Under
Terry Kinney's direction, the show sings.
Just go see it. The production runs through
June 18, 2000 , on the theater's main stage at
1650 N. Halsted . It's worth the effort.

By Niles Engerman
Staff Writer
Born in Dublin , Ireland, 33-year-old Damien O'Donnell had dreams of directing science fiction epics. Little did he know that his dream of making movies
would morph from a heavenly body into his earthy-toned directorial debut "East
is East." In a recent interview, O'Donnell expressed his feelings toward American
cinema , the themes behind his new film, and a life story that explains the empathetic scope that runs throughout "East is East."
How did you get into movies?
I got interested in making films when I saw "Star Wars," when I was 12.
That's what I wanted to do-I thought I'd make big science-fiction epics.
So why the change of heart with "East is East?"
I've changed my mind slightly. I don't want to make big science-fiction epics
anymore . I think they've all been done . So I'm more interested in films about
people.
Do you have plans on integrating yourself into the American film market?
I don't have any great desire to.

Is that because our films have become copycats that revolve around
materialistic values?
Actually I think the American system is coming out of that now. I think that
the rise of independent American cinema is remarkable. I think there are some
brilliant films being made. I think "Happiness," for instance, was a radical but
brilliant film. Very dark. I think that pisses all over "American Beauty" on what
it was trying to say about American suburbia everyday life and the kind of people that have to survive . "American Beauty" was kind of a saccharine version of
that-something that was just broadly acceptable. If you look at the films
American studios were making in the early '70s, the films were quite brave, quite
radical. They were definitely cutting edge.
American cinema may be undergoing a resurgence in radical takes on
humanity, but what do you think caused the trend of big budgefs and special effects?
I think it's the "Blockbusters" that made it all, kind of solidified it all, into films
that would just attract a huge bubble-gum-chewing audience.
So what can you bring to your movie genre that hasn't been done
before?
I don't know actually. I'll have to make the films and let people tell me that. I
don't have a particular mission . I've worked kind of on a project-by-project level,
and I've just found ideas or stories that ha-:.:v:.::e:...I::.:·n:.::te::r.::e.::.st:::e:.:d:..;m~e.:...._ _::--:-_ _-:-:-

See East, page 13
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course.) But on April
you could not tell The
two sold out shows at
with an energy not usuplayed an elecMaur and re instated
.pure joy. But, what
the Pumpkins played for
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Nt>, jusUhink,that;there area lot of stories that can be ·told from where I come from ..
There's a lot of .people making .movies here.
. I don't..have any.· great statements about
American society. I'm too ignorant of it.
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fans had never heard
, and "Try Try Try," which
time, the shows also contained
On the Saturday show, William
and played blues guitar, as his
son backed him up on
And at the end of the same
show, the band performed "Mayonnaise" and dedicated it to the
recently departed mother of Billy Corgan and father of Auf Oer
Maur.
One thing that, as of recently, seems predominant at their
shows and was carried on over the weekend was the humorous
interjections by Corgan. Whether it was changing the lyrics of
"Ava Adore" from "You'll be perfect just like me ." to "You'll be
perfect just like Billy," or when he sang "pretty," he happened to
point to himself.
Althoug h rock may be dead, in Chicago James Iha , Jimmy
Ch amberlin , Billy Corgan and now O'arcy replacement, Melissa
Auf Oer Maur, will always be welcome. .Jhe energetic and
sometimes crazy crowd confirmed this fact. But they did not go
without notice . At the end of each night the band thanked their
Chicago fans for their "amazing support throughout the years ."

Can ' you tell me a story that; occurred
during your life that has helped mold who
you are?
.-' --",'1; '.'/"",
'4
:'<.,~~ "
,'.";
'. I do remember that;when I made this.film,
I suddenly remembered something that hap}
pened in my childh:ood that I completely fOf:;
.
. . ' '., got abo.ut which made me reflect.... When 't
.always what was in scho'ol there was this .little black boY:'
It was a guy called "Eddie.'" We knew he ..............................
' was different, but he wasp~rfectly accepted
·by all his classmates. Wewere ip· school for
.about five years , !:lnd thl.s ,Vietflamese. boy
came to school, and peoplewele"complete";

J~~i~~i~;~;~;~;~
"...Iy·
fallcinat~d by him .: No one had eyer seen
~:
a.nyone-lhat looked like this .before, including

" . ' . ' .'.
.:
• E.ddie:: ' .
I remember one ,afternoon in school we
werf; at' llinch, and
were out in the yard':
. . and. the whole ,scqool wa~ following this .kid;
.'.
char~lct.~rt\a . around.' They (the tea.chers) actually had to,
. pOt"tjimt.iri a separate. yard behind bars. It
purposely '" was
. like' zoo: ;He was ill there for
"
7
his: '
were two teachers:
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They were having tlle time of th~ir lives... then Dad started picking out wives.
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INVITE YOU AND AGUEST TO ASPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
to pick up a complimentary pass (admits two)
to a special advance screening of -'THE VIRGIN SUICIDES" on
Thursday, April 27TH at the Pipers Alley Theater.
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person. No purchase necessary.

"THE VIRGIN SUICIDES" opens in Chicago on Friday, May 5 TH !

• r
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FREE PRSSESIII
Stop by
the Chronicle Office, Room 205, Wabash Building, to pick: up a free
Run-Of-Engagement letter (Rdmit Two) to any loews CinepleH Theatre
in the Chicago area showing "Gossip" during the current engagement which
started Friday, Rpril 21, 2000.
T" E LEln R I SliD 00

MONDRY THROUGH THURSOR'I ONi'l - 5TA Rli NIi

letters are auail

M0N0AY, MAY 1.

lies last on a first-come first-serued basis.
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By Chris Roach
Correspondent
Much like our forefathers did with the Constitution of America, Eric Bischoff and
Vince Russo offici ally began a new era this past Sunday with the pay per view
event, "Spring Stampede." For the unenlightened , Bischoff is the man who is
responsible for bring ing WCW to glory back in 1996 and the man behind the creation of the N W O. Bischoff was leading WCW in kicki ng the WWF 's butt in the
weekly battle for television rat ing supremacy. Many people feel that the man who
most he lped WWF out of their slump (I personally believe it was Vince McMahon)
wa s writer Vince Russo. Since th is time. Ru sso left th e WWF for a short-lived
stint in WCW, and Bischoff wa s fired as head of the company. Well now both men
are ba ck, and are try ing to once again get wrestl ing fans exciting about WCW
product. WCW's "Spring Stampede" was their first combined effort on a pay per
view, and it took place right here in Chicago at the Un ited Center.
The Monday Nitro before the event , all WCW titles were stripped , so this event
marked the first time in wrestling history that all titles would be vacant, and all
new champions were guaranteed to be crowned . There was an eight-man tournament for the WCW United States Championship, which ended up with WCW
long-time favorite Sting , facing off against Big Pappa Pump Scott Steiner in the
finals . The closi ng moments of this match proved exciting when Sting 's nemesis
(and man he had beaten in the previous round of the tourney) Vamp iro broke
through the bottom of the ring and pulled Sting below. Minutes later, a bloody,
unconscious Sting was thrown back into the ring for Steiner to finish off with his
signature move, the "Steiner Recliner, " making him the new U.S. Champion . The
finals of the tag titles match pitted Buff Bagwell and Shane Douglas against Lex
Luger and the "Nature Boy" Ric Flair. After some outside interference, Buff and
Douglas became the new tag team champions. Other champions crowned
included Chris Candido, winning the Cruiserweight title in a si x-m an "suicide"
match, and wrestling veteran Terry Funk becoming the Hardcore champion .
Local radio celebrity Mancow even wrestled at the event, beating manager
Jimmy Hart.
However, the main event of the evening placed "The Chosen One" Jef Jarrett
against Diamond Dallas Page for the WCW World Title. WCWs latest story line
features the younger guys, known as the "New Blood" going up against the established stars , who are coined as "The Millionaire 's Club ." Jarrett was representing
the New Blood , and DDP was fight ing for the Millionaire 's Club. This was a very
entertaining match that even found its way into the crowd . The match ended
when DDP's wife Kimberly turned on him , hit him with a gu itar, and allowed
Jarrett to become the new WCW Champion . Overall, this was an entertaining
event, which even featured cameos fr om big sta rs like Hulk Hogan and Kevin
Nash. It is clear WCW is on the right tra ck, and with a few more month s of fresh

After wrestler Jimmy Hart injured Mancow's eye in a studio scuff, the
Q101 shock-jock got his revenge at WCW's Spring Stampede.
wrestling events such as "Spring Stampede," they might give WWF a run for its
money.
The big news in the WWF is the fact that this Sunday night, Stone Cold Steve
Austin returns. He will be in The Rock's corner as he takes on Triple H at their
pay per view "Backlash" for the WWF title. Austin's return in'dicates that WWF is
not going to make an easy fight for WCW, as they are set to pull out all stops to
keep entertaining the fans . Last Monday's Raw was one of the best in a long
time, including Chris Jericho becoming a main eventer by winning the WWF title
from Triple H. Unfortunately, the decision was reversed , due to Triple H's manipulating, but this is a big move Forward for Jericho.
As for ECW, they have continued to face the rocky road . They lost their champion Mike Awesome to WCW, but this turned out to be a strange situation.
Awesome had to drop the ECW title, since he was going to WCW, so ECW
brought in former champion and current WWF star Tazz to take it from him. In
other words , a WWF star beat a WCW star at an ECW show, for their title! This
may lead to a partial on-air WWF and ECW partnership. Either way, it is a very
exciting time for all three of the big wrestling promotions, and if you can't keep
up , just read "The Roach Says" for all your wrestling updates.

step Aside Nonnan Bates; It's Atnerican Psycho
By Jonas Cuklerman
Correspondent
"American Psycho: the controversial book by
Bret Easton Ellis has finally made it to the big
screen after 10 years of playing havoc with the
heads of readers and femin ists . As one who has
read the macabre book on more than one occasion, I was curious to see how the material would
be interpreted onto celluloid. Oddly enough , the
book, which was blasted as a pinnacle of misogynist literature, has been brought to life on
screen by none other than feminist director
Mary Harron, whose film credits also include "I
Shot Andy Warhol.'
The life and times of Patrick Bateman are
filled with platinum credit cards, Armani suits,
the latest and greatest of all material gains and
a pretense so blatant, it serves as the humorous essence of this black comedy. Set against
the backdrop of New Wave music. high stakes
finance and lots and lots of cocaine , "American
Psycho' captures relentlessly the hedonistic
boom of the 1980s.
Bateman is a loathsome character of sharp
wit, undermining sarcasm , great looks and
most of all, a very sadistic form of expression.
As he does not see himself as a human being ,
but merely the embodiment of two emotions ,
"greed and disgust," he is able to separate himself
from mankind, It is perhaps for this reason, he is
able to justify the murderous amusement in which he
so fancifully partakes. But to be sure, the "creative"
ways In which he murders women and sometimes
men (if they have reservations at a swankier restaurant than him" also lends Itself to becoming an
avenue Into the mind of .. man who la desperat.ly In
need of ftttlng in and ii sent Into a flying rage wh.n
hfj (:annot be at the top of the ladd.r of the materialism in WhICl'! h. lives.
ChrlsUan Sale Is perfectly cast In tM title role of

Bateman , and let me assure you that his performance possesses all the sinister charm and delivery
of wit needed in the dialogue. With occasional
breaks in the overall hilarity of his life comes the
sullen and muted narration by Bateman about his
innermost thoughts. His conversations with himself
are the only indicators of what he is really thinking.
The rest of the time, he engages in mindless conversation with mindless individuals who are only
interested in which restaurant to eat at that evening
and who has the most toys or the best looking busi-

ness card. It Is a grim picture of grown-up children
playing dress-up. The girls are all Barbies and the
boys all want to be Lord of the Flies In a world of savagery called Park Avenue.
In a world of blank faces and dull minds, where
nobody knows anybody In the true sense, we come
to understand the analogy of Bateman's need to
reb.1 agalnat .oclety by taking a nangun or a ,harpened coat hanger to a woman'. h.ad.
The most disturbing point of all In this film I. not 10
much the action. of Bat.man, but the flot that he
remain, at large In the end, There I, a sharp refer·

ence to how inept our criminal justice system is
when dealing with the rich and powerful. Willem
Dafoe is Detective Kimball, a seemingly thorough
cop, who we soon realize is equally pliable when it
comes to Bateman's duplicity and high society's
"untouchability."
When a woman at a club asks Bateman what he
does for a living, he answers "murders and executions." However, the woman hears "mergers and
acquisitions," and it makes this scene undoubtedly
one of the best examples of how little anyone cares.
Even Bateman's girlfriend Evelyn (Reese
Witherspoon) is a representation of why people are together for convenience, next only to
Bateman's atrocities committed behind the
protective veneer of wealth.
" American Psycho" is a fast-paced examination of our society and its need to compete for the ultimate dream. It is also a character study of a madman who is content to
be disembodied to the extent of feeling only
certain degrees of rage and jealousy,
Samantha Mathis plays Courtney, one of the
other women in Bateman's world. Coutney is
Bateman's stupefied drugflend of a concubine. Chloe Sevigny (Boys Don't Cry/Kids)
plays Jean, Mr. Psycho's homely and
unaware secretary, perhaps the only person
in the film whose character isn't oversexed.
overdrugged or blissfully detached from the rest of
humankind.
Bateman is vain. self-absorbed ahd abaolutely in
contempt of the entire World and Its con~. Thlng$
which are known to most people a, evil and blrbarous. are commonplace In the I'IIlnd of ttlia ~n
who admire. hi' bleeps 11'1 the mirror WhIle Ibout to
mutilate two prostIM... While he fa • hUn'IIt\ being.
he transcends III comprehension of abhOtf'tl'M)t, for
ht come. In .uch an unllk..V
and hla ~
ods are unlike that of any othar.
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Dear Philosophical Cowboy,
You 're the man! I read your advice column every week, and you always
hand out some sweet ass advice! How the hell did you get so smart? And are
you planning a book anytime soon?
Your biggest fan ,
Bill

4/25 Plain White T's, Radford @ Metro

Dear Bill,
Many times on a steamy July night in Nevada, I wished for a fan . However, I
would have to ask, when I felt that cool breeze, was it God cooling me down, or just
a reaction of the atmosphere? When myoid horse Boxcar Plato died, did he go to
heaven, or did he only become part of my rations? When you read my new book,
Afterlife on the Range?, are you going to just look at the pictures of L. Ron Hubbard
and me? Who shot JR again? Would they call it a salon or a saloon if you could
get your hair done and have some sasporella? (Editor's note: these rhetorical questions went on for another page and a half, so we had to cut him short).

4/26 Flaming Lips, Looper @ Metro
Charlie Waters, Gold Spangle Band @
Empty Bottle
Nine Inch Nails @ UIC Pavilion

4/27 Reverend Horton Heat, with

Dear Philosophical Cowboy,
.
When I was a kid I always wanted to be a cowboy, however my mother used to listen to
Willie Nelson's "Mamma Don't Let Your Babies Grow Up to be Cowboys." So every time I
would buy a six-shooter or ask for a pony I would be severely beaten. I then listened to
Johnny Cash's "Boy Named Sue," and decided to hunt down my long-lost father. After
finding him and having a horrible fight in the mud, blood and beer, we decided to get back
at mom for beating me. Is this right? I can only wait three days.
Murderous on Monroe

Hank Williams III @ Metro
Pedal Steel Transmission @ Hideout
Skavossa @ Wild Hare

4/28 Kill Hannah, 12 Rods @ Metro

Dear Murderous,
A cowboy's life is not always about pacing off and shooting the bad guy off the
roof of some wood building. It's about contemplating life and your relation to the
landscape that surrounds us like the sea. It's about sitting alone by a campfire and
hearing the song of the wild. I cannot say whether you should seek revenge, so I
will refer this question to Bortron.

Mouse On Mars, Chicago Underground
Duo @ Double Door

4/29 Jungle Brothers, Hall of Fame @
House of Blues
Liquid Soul @ Metro
Camera Obscura, Cheer Accident @
Fireside Bowl
DJ Logic @ Double Door

-AS-H i30RTROn

4/30 Testament @ House of Blues
Weird AI Yankovic @ College of DuPage
ity Atrocity"
" ... big-name DJs and the apparel company, BC Ethic .
DJs Derrick Carter and Kid Dynam ite provided a kale idoscopic .. ."
Between the page breaks •.. Sorry.
And .. .'Velocity 's " publishers are Columbia Alumni.
We won 't let it happen again ... we promise l :)

Turn the

r Murderous,
First, where I come from , revenge is just a silly excuse to kill humans.
Now where you are misguided my young "Murderous" friend : Humans are designed
to be inferi or to all robots, except for that Pat Buchanan guy, he's one of us. Follow
the prog ram you call "rage," then blame it all on video games and the media.
Dear Bortron,
I've been seeing this girt for about two years. I really love her. In fact, I love her with all
my heart. I want to manry her. However, I have two problems. First, I do not have enough
money for a fiashy engagement ring , so what do I get her instead? Also, in front of what
animal 's cage at the zoo would be the most romantic spot to ask her?
Thanks,
Poor on Polk
Transmitting Back:
There's an old saying on Earth : if the shoe fits , wear it. I imagine th is does not
apply to people w ith no feet, so cut off your girlfriend's fingers, and there will be no
need to buy t hat ring. Cut off your own fingers too. As for the zoo, I find the cage
with ch ildren from the place you call " Rhode Island" to be most romantic. You were
plann ing on killing these caged ch ildren, right?

MUSIC you

Into the

laved then

MONEY you love now

"
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179 South Oak Park Ave ., Oak Park
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INVITE YOU AND AGUEST TO ASPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

,

Stop by The Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building) to pick up a
complimentary pass (admits two) to a special advance screening of
"FREQUENCY" on Thursday, April 27TH at the 900 N. Michigan Cinemas.
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis.
One pass per person. No purchase necessary.

OPENS NATIONWIDE ON FRIDAY, APRIL 28TH!
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Invites vou and a guest to aRend

an advance screening

IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE MAY 5th!
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INVITE YOU TO ASPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

"adrenaline drive"

Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205, Wabash Building)
to pick up a complimentary pass (admit one)
to a special advance screening of
ll
lIadr~naline drive on Monday, May 1st
at the Fine Arts Theater.
\
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis. One pass per person. No purchase necBssary.

The Shooting Gallery Film Series is now playing at the
FINE ARTS and EVANSTON THEATERS.

IIADRENALINE DRIVE II OPENS IN CHICAGO ON FRIDAY, MAY 5TH !
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Invites vou and aguest to anend an advance screening
"Daring
and
honest"
-Charles Lyons
The New York Time

from housewife ./<
to porn star

..

the
..

girl

next
door
a documentary by
Christine Fugate
Featuring

Stacy Valentine

'.-0'
piotures

www.indicanpictures .com

www.gndmovie.com

****
. -Christopher

Null,

filmcritic.com
"A major candidate
tor best documentary
of 2000"

-Mac Verstandig,
moviereviews.org

" ... hilarious and
humanizing ... "
-Ray Greene,
Box Office Magazine

****
-John Shea,
Tuesday Night Movie Clu b

•An inspired twist on
the classic rags to
..
riches success story
-:'I it:x Nohf',
IFP.:llh l

****
-Elias Saveda,
Nitrate Online

Starts exclusively at the 3 Penny Cinema, Fri, May 5.
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL SCREENING

Stop by the
Chronicle OHice
(Room 205 Wabash Building)

to pick up a
complimentary
pass (admits two)
to a special
advance
screening of
TH~ fllNT5TON~5
IN

VIVA ROCK V~GA5
Passes are available
whi le suppl ies last
o n a first-come,
first-served basis.
One pass per person .
No pu rchase necessary.

The screening will take place on Monday, April 24TH
at the 900 N. Michigan Avenue Cinemas.

OPENS NATIONWIDE ON FRIDAY, APRIL 28 TH !
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and it might as well be you!
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MakeTheMove.com makes transferring
your utilities the easiest part of the move.
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Tryln9 to nnlSh up you r f!Mls and move" Trdllsft mng your servICes ~ 1M last thing you want
to Ihlnk about. So lei us. JUSl log on 10 ~1~ 'e TheMove . com . enter
your 010 and new addres~, ann seleCilhe 1<''';''' YOil w,nl
:0 Irans(r<, cancel 0' sct up - pho,",. gas, t ·ec!llC. cable
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WEEARNWANT
YOU!
CREDITS THIS SUMMER
AND WE'LL PAY FOR THE CALL.

DIAL

1-800-942-7404
AND REGISTER FOR CLASSES
AT TRITON COLLEGE.
At Triton. you 'll find
• courses held close to home or work • a variety of course offerings
• convenient day and evening classes
• guaranteed transfer of credits to Columbia College

Don't wail! This free call offer is for a limited time only-April 24 to May 5.
Get a jump on the fall semester or stay on schedule
at Triton College this summer.
Triton College ' 2CXXJ Fifth Aile . • RIver Grove. Il 6017 1 • (708) 456-0300
Web site: httpJ/www.triloncc .il.u$ · E·mall · lriton@l rilon.cc.itus
Jriton College is o n Equal Opportunrty/Affirmotive Action institution

Planning Trips for G eneration s X, Y, and Z .
London ..... .. . . $41 0

International Profit Associates

Pari .. .... .. .. . .. $447
Lo. Ang.I .... .... 6295

1275 Barclay Blvd.
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089

Amst.r'dam . .. $496

www.ipa-iba.com

at,. . ..,_ f'o..>.....n.u..,
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SpeCial Student Airfares
Eurail Passes
Beds on a Budget

Student ID s

YOU KNOW THAT FRIEND

(312)
78&9050
429
_
_ at.

WHO ALWAYS SAYS,

Adventure Hol!days

lib' TRAVEL I
WE'VE BEEN THERE.

HE JUST DID.

Tune into Nibblebox.com for the most cutting edge, innovative and
irreverent entertainment All created by students, with the help of
some of the hottest names in the film and television industry like
John Leguizamo, Doug Liman and Steven Soderbergh.

nibb)

box

entertainment bytes

www.nibblebox.com

RECEIVED
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Full Time Nominees
Rose Economou, Journalism
Joan Erdman, Liberal Education
Emily Gaul, Science &Math
Arlene Greene, English
William Hayashi, Senior Seminar
Ann Hemenway, Fiction Writing
Kevin Hen~, Art &Design
Edna Johnston, Interpreter Training
Sara Livingston, Television
Shyla G, McGill, Science &Math
Thomas Mul~ Theater ~
Grego~ A, Neul, Institute for Science
Education
Ni~ Nolin, Academic Computing
Jean Petrolle, English
Andrea Polli, Academ~ Computing
Teresa Prados·Torreira, Uberal Education
Bar~ Rice, Journalism
Wade Roberts, Fiction Writing
Nana Shineflug, Interdisciplinary Arts
Lynn Sloan, Photography
-~~

t -........ - I

- ....

Part Time Nominees
Jeff Abell, Interdisciplina~ Arts
Jose Andreu, Art &Design
Michael Barlow, Art &Design
Ter~ Brunner, Journalism
Julie Caffey, Senior Seminar
James Cogan, RadiolSound
Donald Crumbley, Sr" Liberal Education
The Columbia College Excellence in Teaching Award rewards teaching that inspires student
interest and creativity, facilitates mastery of the material, and encourages knowledge of self.
For 2000, the emphasis is on teaching that challenges and encourages students to discover
and learn about themselves. In the language of Columbia College's statement of purpose,
we want to recognize and celebrate teaching strategies that "help students find out who they

:~~e:'~ !~~i:~~~:~~~:;n~:7. voices,

respect their own individuality, and improve their self-

Students and faculty are encouraged to submit letters in support of nominated faculty
members, whose names and departments are listed below. The most helpful letters will
speak directly to the above criteria and will include detailed evidence, specific examples of
teaching effectiveness.
All letters must be received by Thursday, May 4, 2000.
to David H. Krause
t
. _I .::.:. \. l .2:.birectof. t
ng
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~ '-St!ndTeJt~,(s

Joan Dickinson, Interdisciplinary Arts
Drew Fe~uson, Fiction Writing
Lott Hill Fiction Writing
,I

,

Michele Hoffman, SCience &Math
Joseph Laiacona, Academic Computing
John C, Land~, Academic Computing
La 'Lawl F' t' W:t'
une or, It Ion riling
Jose Lopez, Liberal Educalion
gj
Thomas Moss, English
.~
C!)
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~
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Get Ready
for Summer

Grassroots Goods
"Featuring natural fiber clothing.
including organic cotton. HEMP,
and recycled products."

3717 N. Southport Ave.
(Music Box Theatre building)

773-248-1800

C.E.O.

Egg Donors Needed
CALL (312) 902-1500 NOW!
carson Plrte Scott, Dominick's, Tower Records and Hot TIx.
Order online at www.tic.ketrnaster.com

also at the box office and all rick~,~.~~ outlets:

•Mention ·Unlverslty Discount K"
• 20 N. Wad<.er Dr.

+Give the gift of life to an infertile couple
+Our program is completely anonymous
24 hour/7 day support
+Appointrnents available for evenings
and weekends

$5,000 Compensation
Call Nancy Block
847-656-8733 Pager: 847-547-9788

The Center for Egg Options Illinois, Inc.

rF.i1 Planned Parenthood!;!
~ chicago area

Hey Students-do you have questions about birth control, sex, or
sexually transmitted infections? We've been providing women's
health services for over 50 years. Have a safer spring and
summer with Planned Parenthood/Chicago Area.

-

-
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fJlassifieds
.
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10S-Announcements
Models and Dancers needed .
No nudity - no experience needed. Great
pay and flexible hours I Contact Nikki or
Cory at Hot Shots Exotic Photography,
Inc. 21 W500 North Avenue. Lombard, IL
60148
630·705·0559
$5,000 for time, effort,
and commitment. Must be a healthy
woman between the ages of 21 -33 years
to be an anonymous egg donor. Must be
evaluated, take medications, and undergo
a minor surgical procedure. Only serious,
dedicated individuals need to reply. If
interested, please call the Donor Program
at The Center for Human Reproduction at
312-397-8100 for further information.
Hollywood Is A Jungle .. .
Here is your survival kit. The American
Pavilion/Kodak Emerging Filmmaker
Program invite you to be part of the Los
Angeles Intensive. A nine-day immersion
into the entertainment industry. Learn the
in's and out's of Hollywood!
Registration & Info: www.ampav.com
Questions: 310-837-0183 or
mkirk@ampav.com
60S-Jobs
Hey!! Free Movies
NOW HIRING - ALL POSITIONS
Landmark's Century Centre Cinema New
state of the art cinema for specialty films .
Apply daily 4-6pm. 2828 North Clark at
Diversey. Call 773-248-7744
Male or Female Drivers Wanted
Limousine and Taxi. Drivers over 25. Must
supply NBR. Will do background &drug
check. Experience preferred but will train.
Call 630-271-1 114

Crossword
Classified advertising
rates:
Only 25 cents per word.
Classifieds must be
pre-paid before printing.

1
5
10
14

15
16
17

18

All major credit cards
accepted.

Oscar winner
19 Wedding vows
20 Parks oneself
22 Misprint
23 Nice summer?
24 Howdy-dos
25 Wyman movie
27 Reason
29 Center of Minoan
culture
31 little devil
34 The~ the

Deadline: Friday 5:00 pm
Four easy ways to
place you order:
#1:

Call 312-344-7432 and
talk to the ad manager

#2:

Fax in your order to
31.2-344-8032

ACROSS
Church recess
Misbehave
Padlock holder
Cash for
securily
Male honeybee
Pot s1arter
""._ right wi1h
the wo~d"
"Two Women'

Nethe~ands

36 Refuge
38 Japanese soup
41 New York cily
43 Comply
44 Practical trainee
46 Tracey and
Andrew
48 Old salt
49 Portenls
51 Okays
55 Up to now
57" Loves You'
59 Lighl brown
60 Comic sketch
62 Sixty
65 Drunkard
66 Singer Baker
67" Karenina"
68 ABaldwin
69 One cubic
decimeter
70 Look for
71
barrel
legislalion
72 Oodles
73 Byrnes and Hall

#3:
E-mail your order,
Adyertjse@ccchronjcle.com

#4:

Place your order online
www.unjyersaladyertjsjng.com

ADVERTISING THAT
GETS RESUlTS

312-344-1432

DOWN
1 Lessens
2 Sense of laste
3 Smooth and

view classifieds online al
www.ccChronicle.com

lustrous
4 Otherwise

5 Dwight's
opponent
6 Type of saw
7 Ripped
8 Constrained state
9 Sodium _ (truth
serum)
10 Half of Hispaniola
11 Brother of the
Bee Gees
12 Subway station
13 Mexican money
21 Mets'stadium
26 Actress Arthur
28 Wing-tip or oxford
30 Period in power
32 Leader of the
Three Stooges
33 Snoop
35 Dark grays
37 Pinkish wine
38 Sch. near
Harvard
39 Balin or Claire
40 Colander
42 Pampered
45 Actor Scheider

Solutions
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47 Recolors
50 Of a ocmmon

cultural heritage
52 Petted with rocks
53 Merited
54 Gym shoes,
briefly

~

Stored supply
Gets informed
Exchange
Metric weight,
briefly
63 Comic Rudner
64 Example

56
58
60
61

PACKAGE HANDLERS
Steady, Part-Time Jobs
$8.50 - $9.50/Hour
Weekends & Holidays OH
Awesome BenefIts
3-1/2 to 5 Hour Shifts
Must be at least 17 years old
Able to lift up to 70 Ibs.
PACE Bus Service Available
Bonus at select facilities

Advenlsir.g. a-C01, merc€:.
mari<e~ j ng .

HODGKINS(79th & Wi:low Spri"O' Rd, .)

Access Code: 4417

ADDISON

l~fT your- -~
'.

S

Receive Up to 10,000
in College Education
Assistance for Northbrook

Sunrise Shift.

PALATINE
(Hick. & Rond Rd,.)

Ph: 847-705-6025

NORTHBROOK(Shermer 8.

"

~

apply. TM UPS Eo,"

Willow Rd,.)

Ph: 847-480-6788
Or eal our 24 hour 10l0i... oh
I-....... U"'"JOI
Ace ... Codo...... 17

I
'P'OQ'UM V~;,...

lombord Rd •.)

Ph: 630-628-3737

& leo,n Program

at ttOOCKlt~. AOOISON. PAlAIIN[ ond
CHKAGO t,Wf.,wn !It I fU,M;'i.,
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Stuart'S master's degroo in Marl<mi"Q
Communication can teach you tho kind ot

Ph: 1·888-4UP5-JOB

(Army Trw 8.

pl.blic

eY.citlll(J and in teresti ~ g fields.
but how do YOli get 1:1to them ?

s;d ls tha! corpora tions, advertiSIng agencies,

and rrarkotlng firms seek. You ""ill learn how
thtt tools in the communication pt'ofoSSIOf'l are In!&gratod Imo an eltective. averaJ! marketir.g stra tegy. Faculty members
drbwn from tho profession Wlli gUide you thrcug!1 each of the courses.
The proyram consists of t 4 courses offorod yOdr-round on the quarter
syste:l1 Studer'!!s can specialize In e-commorco or communications
manogemon:. Courses meet one evening a w eel: tor 11 weeks at
II T's Dcwntown Ch;,:" go Campus Full· or port·tirn ~ ~n ro1Jm8n!. FlIl ~
tlmtl $tudent$ can comploto tho program ,n /IS few as 15 months.
Inte mships are available.
For further InfOl'lNItion
Dr. John 10rinl, degroesCktuart.iit.edu, 312.006.6535.

Stuart
Q" "" 0 U A 1 ,

• C .1 (II) L 0'

eU ,

I ,~ ..~ I .~

IIlilllll " 1", tilll!i1 Ur · ti:' ·1 1IJ(11 0~~
bah W. Adlfrrl s Sr.. Chlc,,"0. illinOIS 60661 -369 1

www. srU/lrt.llr.odu

Columbia Chronicle

On the phone or NOW on the Web.

Whether you're looking for Mr. R ight or
Mr. Right Now, we 've got yo ur Number.
New York
Atlanta
Dallas
Houston
Miami
Fort Lauderdale
San Francisco
New York

Seattle
London
Manchester
Pa l'is

Amste rda m
Cologne
M unich
Beriin

In Chicago call 312-840-9000

o

or check out the hottest content on the web

29· .

30
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COMPUTER JOBS
DOUBLE

IN THE NEW MILLENIUM, GET CERTIFIED.
Due to (til) IrcmendC;us responso 'JIJr r.~ l a $ !':il': ME! schedu lE>' ct
Oft p. 'i lln m gs . weekday!; ao{1 ';'''H~Io;p.nds . From SlAM 109f'M .

MICROSOFT
CERTIFICATION

MCSE

WitWjOW'S. NT

.\)1

A+

m.Rr.tft.\HE t:!oH f If" 1C,\Ti()N
7(i !-+OI.fRS

~ M c,~'''' '

1lev,
s,:"j.:;"'KH )fl

Meso
VISUAL 8ASJC 6.1)

Proffessional

• Refund Policy

If Not Completely Satisfied.

OCP

Sm.~.\ClJ

• Tech Loans Available,
pay as low as $30 8 month.

Oracle RoeMS

!\A~rKn~

~'1lU

• Job Placement Available.

Oracle Certified

GET nEMlY FOR

to I-fOlll'lS f;1 ro'' ' '' rAJ

E-COMMERCE
BUSINESS

Oraele(DEVJ2000-)

• F.nanclal AId From ETC & WFDC .

7i1 k'C)UHlO· 81.oc¥:lJ)J
({%rIt"Ci"~

5 lw'rfj, uf OCf'i ,

• WebOeslgn

Oracle DBA

1fot.'~". i!":!4.

,11} n·.,,, $1J1l1t'

• C++Langua~
iii)

~

HCURS. S 1.00u

\H ~ I"'t«!
':'~ ,,! i lt-: (' m k'1

'If>;YY.j He ro"",

Web site:
aquariusinstltute.com

l-'c. rtC(Tn!Ja'~ 1 tr U13

• Jav. and Coma

~ OO

I ~ rI ~JI.!H!l. . $2,4(}O

HOUn :;S::- :i~ {'l' :1l:-

INSTITUTE

THE
OF COMPlJTER SCIENCE

(773) 604 4305

(630) 894 6105

3425 W. Peterson Ave ., Chicago.

125 E. Lake S1. If 205. Bloomingdale.lL.

UNDERGROUND CAFE
APRIL 24 - APRIL 28
1

ORIENTAL CHICKEN SALAD

$3.50

Mixed Greens with pea pods, water chestnuts, carrots,
mandarin oranges, honey sesame dressing, noodles& almonds
2

$3.50

SAUTEED VEGETABLES

Spinach, artichokes, onions, mushrooms, peppers
served hot with havarti cheese on french bread
3

TURKEY, BACON, CHEDDAR, AVOCADO P ANINI

SOUPS;

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAy

-

SMOKED TURKEY LENTIL
CHEDDAR VEGETABLE
MEATBALL
TURKEY WILD RICE

MONDAY - THURSDAY - 8:00AM - 6:30PM
FRID AY - 8:00AM - 3:00PM

$3.50

"
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Sports

Sosa breaks out of slump, Cubs beat Expos

Sox jump into share of
first place, sweep Seattle

Cubs Update
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Sammy Sosa Is off to a slow start.

The White Sox g rabbed a piece of first
place in the AL Cent ral by b~ ati n g Seattle
5-2 Wednesday at Comiskey.
Carlos Lee broke a fifth-innin g ti e with
a two-run sing le and the Sox (9-6)
matched thei r best start in eight years .
Sean Lowe pitched 2 1/3 innings of
relief for the victory and Bobby Howry
recorded hi s firs t save of the season .
The w in was the second in as many
nights for Chicago . They beat the
Mariners 18-11 on Tuesday. Monday's
game was called due to weath er.
The Sox open up a four- ga m~ serie s at
home against Baltimore on Mo nday.

Bulls season, Armstrong career end, organization
looks to bolster roster in offseason
By Graham Couch
Sports Ed itor
After winning six NBA titles in eight
seasons, the Bull s have go ne 30-102 over
the last two. Another di sma l season came
to an end Wednesday night in Auburn
Hills, as Chicago fell to Detroit 112-91.
Detroit, playing wit hout injured star
Grant Hill , shot 64 percent for the game,
dominating from start to fini sh. Jerry
Stackhouse picked up the slack for Hill ,
scoring 21 points and di shing out seven
assists, while shooting 10-12 field goa ls.
Elton Brand continued to stake his

Fire
COlmNUEO FROM BACK PAGE

Fusion forward Jay Heaps' header. That
was the best scoring chance Miami had in
the opening half.
"Thornton has been a key player for
two seasons, the players have a lot of
confidence in him. I'm glad to have him
back on the field ," said Fire Coach Bob
Bradley.
Forward Hristo Stoitchkov scored the
lone goal of the game, assisted by forward Ante Razov, bringing their combined efforts to four assists and six goals

cl aim for rookie of the year honors, scor10 rebounds and Chris Anstey added 17.
ing 32 points and grabbing II rebounds.
Toni Kukoc had 18 points for
With hi s performance, Brand joined
Philadelphi a in hi s first game back at the
Shaquille O'Neal, Tim Duncan, David
Uni ted Center since being traded in
Rob inson and Alonzo Mourning as the
February.
only NBA rookies ever to average 20
However, the outlook fo r the Bulls is
points and 10 rebounds for an entire seanot a ll gloomy. Fin ishing with the sec_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ond-worst record in the NBA
son.
Fred Hoiberg added 15
Bulls
points and Corey Benjamin
chipped in 13 for Chicago
(17-65).
On Tuesday, the Bull s lost to
Philadelphia 93-89 at the United Center
in B.J . Armstrong's final home game.
Brand led Chicago with 26 points and

Update

(behind the C lippers) secures
for Chicago no worse than the
fifth pick in the NBA draft.
They also will more than likely wind up
with Washington's pick, which will be a
lottery selection as well. This to go a long
with plenty of salary cap room to pursue
good crop of free agents this s ummer.

thi s season.
The game also ended w ith the same
amount of Fire players it began wi th,
making it their first thi s season . In their
first four games, the Fire had a player
ejected with a red card.
"Every time we go out there we get better. We have to remember to kee p our
minds in the game the entire tim e," said
defender C,). Brown.
"We a ll believe that in order to be successful you need to win a championship,
and that is our goal for thi s season," said
Bradley. "To fall short would not be suc-

cess."
The Chicago Fire are scheduled to play
the Tampa Bay Mutiny at Solider Field
on Friday, April 28 at 8:30 p.m .

, Chronicle Sports
Information
as of April 21

NBA PLAYOFF MATCH-UPS
EASTERN CONFERENCE

The Fire's Jesse Marsch shoots against
the Miami Fusion.
NBA STANDINGS

MLB STANDINGS
AmerIcan League
East

Eastern Conference
W~

New York
Baltimore
Boston
Toronto
Tampa Bay

GB

Chicago
Cleveland
Kansas City
Minnesota
Detroit

(2) Miami vs. (7) Detroit
(3) New York vs. (6) Toronto
(4) Charlotte vs. (5) Philadelphia
WESTERN CONFERENCE
(1) LA Lakers vs. (8) Sacramento

(2) Utah vs. (7) Seattle
(3) Portland vs. (6) Minnesota
(4) San Antonio vs. (5) Phoenix

Seattle
Anaheim
Oakland
Texas

W~

2
2.5
5.5
6.5

9-6
9-6
8-9
7-10
4-10

x-Miami
x-New York
x-Philadelphia
Orlando
Boston
New Jersey
Washington

2
3
4.5

Central

West

(1) Indiana vs. (8) Milwaukee

Atlantic

11-3
9-5
9-6
7-10
5-10

Central

8-6
8-8
7-9
6-9

1
2
2.5

National League

c-Indiana
x-Charlotte
x-Toronto
Detroit
Milwaukee
Cleveland
Atlanta
Chicago

52-30
50-32
49-33
41-41
35-47
31-51
29-53

56-2 6
49-33
45-37
42-40
42-40
32-50
28-54
17-65

East

Western Conference

Atlanta
Florida
New York
Montreal
Philadelphia

9-6
10-7
9-7
8-7
5-9

Midwest

.5
1
3.5

Central
St. Louis
Cincinnati
Houston
Milwaukee
Pittsburgh
Chicago

11-5
8-7
6-8
6-9
6-9
7-11

2.5
4
4.5
4.5
5

West

Arizona
Los Angeles
Colorado
San Diego
San Francisco

12-4
8-6
8-9
7-9 .
4-U

3
4.5
5
7.5

,

31

Richmond

--
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Sox Update

Sammy Sosa tied a caree r high with six
RBI as the C ubs beat the Expos Thursday
night in Mo ntreal.
Sosa, who entered the game balling
.2 I 9, belted a grand slam in the sixth
inning to give Chicago a 10-5 lead . The
homer was his fifth on the young season.
Brian Williams pitched one sco reless
inning of relief to record the win .
With the victory the Cubs (7-1 1) avoided being swept by the Expos. They lost 73 Wednesday and 4-3 Tuesday.
Chicago opened the week by losing to
Florida 6-5 . They open up a three game
set at Houston on Tuesday.

..

x-Utah
x-San Antonio
x-Minnesota
Dallas
Denver
Houston
Vancouver

55-27
53-29
50-32
40-42
35-47
34-48
22-60

Pacific
p-LA Lakers
x-Portland
x-Phoenix
x-Seattle
x-Sacramento
Golden State
LA Clippers

67-15
59-23
53-29
45-37
44-38
19-63
15-67

family typically tries to take on the role of
authority left vacant by the errant
father. As manager, Jim Riggleman over
managed as a way of coping with the dysfuncti on . But 50 pitchers a ganle couldn't
make the family work. This year, it looks
like Don Bay lor will try taking over for
daddy with some extra laps and tough
talk . What neither of them realizes is that,
try as they might, the meager authority
that they can muster within the family has
little effect. They'll never fill daddy 's
shoes.
The middle child is known as the peacemaker. He or she often moderates family
disp utes and keeps fairly level-headed,
hoping that if the family is peacefu l, the
family is c loser to well-being. This role on
the Cubs is filled heroically by the dauntless Mark Grace. He sticks lip for his
screwball teammates, he sticks up for
management, he sticks up for the front
oflice-whoever shou ld be blamed for
whatever went wrong, Grace is ready with
rationa li zation. This is a team thing, and
fighting with in the team won ' t get us any
closer to .500. Come on, mom, we ' re all
trying as hard as we can.
And of course, the clown, the attentiongetter: the youngest child. He doesn' t care
about the family unit, although he says he
does. He certainly doesn' t wish harm on
anyone-but all he really wants is attention. He hits homeruns, he makes commercials, he flies to his homeland and
gives money away. Poor Sammy. He tries
so hard and accomplishes so much and yet
it's so sad to watch. The Dominicans worship him: grown men cry and run after his
motorcade. He gets more attention than he
wants, but none from the one person he
really needs. Look at me, daddy! Hey hey,
look at me!
And as fans, we are generous neighbors.
We know that the Cubs family has problems. We know Mr. Tribune is never
around. It's sad. We know the family
probably won't amount to much (except
for that young one, Sammy, if he gets a
break). But when one of the kids straggles
in with one of ours at dinnertime, we set
an extra spot and give him some meatloaf.
They're good kids anyway. It's not the ir
fault. In fact, I might just run down there
and visit with Mrs. Tribune for a while.
God, she must get lonely.

Next
Week in
Chronicle
Sports:
~

USA Boxing Feature

~

Chi-town minor
league baseball feature
~

Sox Update

~

Cubs Update

Dig in, speak out.
Sports has expanded to
three pages. To get in
touch with Graham Couch,
Sports Editor of the
Chronicle, e-mail him at
Ghcouch@hotmail.com or

call 312-344-7086.
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ClJbbies Hup Fire, UberAlles!
miss dad Chicago Fire look to return to fonn they displayed in 1998
ith their surprising sweep of the
defending NL champion Atlanta
Braves last week, the Ch icago
Cubs gave their fans an attack of tearyeyed hopefulness- the kind of blind,
futile longing that you see in the eyes of
puppies at the pound . However, after several losses to the Marl ins and Expos,
things are back to norma l; optimism has
given way to resignation and apathy. It
looks like the Cubs
wi II spend another
year as th e shame
of the National
League neighborhood .
But I won't give
up on the Cubs.
Although I expect
them to lose many,
many ga mes thi s
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year, I expect to
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attend as many 0 f
those games as
possible. Those that I cannot attend, I
will listen to on the radio.
It 's not that I' m holding out for the Big
Year so I can say, " I told you so." I don't
care if they ever make the World Series. I
don't reall y care if they win or lose either
way. I follow them because I like them.
They're my friend s- the players, the
announcers, the fans. I spend 162 days a
year keeping up with these guys. That's
more time than I spend with my mo ther. I
know that 's di sgraceful , especially con sidering the losers that I have forsaken
my mother for. Nevertheless, I don't
abandon a friend just because he's going
through a rough time (century). In fact, I
spend more time with him- pick him up,
give him support, let him know he's not
alone. And in the Cubs' case , it's a whole
family going through a rough time. A
family that has been in a depression si nce
the Depression.
I see the Cubs as a group of victims.
They are just a few of the many victim s
of a disease that is eating away at our
country from the inside . The disease is
the decay of the family unit. The result is
the dysfunctional family .
The textbook dysfunctional family suffers from the neglect of one of the head s
of the household . In the Cubs' case, the
Tribune Company has abandoned its
duties as owner/father. As owner/ father,
the company has an obligation to care
about developing a quality team instill
confidence, set standard s of approval,
build character through interaction and
examples of integrity. But, like a drunken
traveling salesman, the Tribune Co mpany
has other things on hi s mind, can't
always make it home for the weekend,
and would really appreciate a little re st
and relaxation when he is homt: . And,
dear, would you please get off my back ?
I'll fix the shutters next time I'm in
town! I'm sorry for yelling.
The spouse of the dy sfunction a l member in the family often goes to great pains
to hide the family problems from the
neighbors and the kids. A little maneuvering here, a red-faced excuse there, a little
fast talking and maybe Ed Lynch and the
rest of the C ubs' front office can hide the
fact that daddy 's not around. Oh, he is
just so busy at work ... but he alway s calls
to see how Sammy's game went. He rea lly does care very much. And the kids are
so busy themse Ives.
The o ldest child in the dysfunctional
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By Amber Holst
Assistant Editor
Eight guys were play ing four-on-four
short-goal soccer in the rain . The ground
was wet, it was diffi cu lt to pass and it
was difficult to shoot. As the se guys slid
around in the rain th ey seemed to be having the time of their lives. However, these
eight were no ordinary men horsing
around on a Saturday afternoon at a
park--these were eight of the premier
soccer players in the world.
Goa lkeeper Zach Thornton, team captain Peter Nowak and the newly acquired
Bulgarian superstar Hristo Stoichkov- all
members of the Chicago Fire- practiced
and laughed as if they were 10 years old.
This newfoun d team camaraderie is
what the Chicago Fire hopes wi ll bring
them the team chemistry to get them back
to the Major League Soccer
Championship.
After winning the MLS Cup in their
inaugural season in 1998, the Chicago
Fire felt that they blew their opportunity
to repeat last season.
" We had the talent to win the MLS Cup
last year, but after winning our first year
out we became arrogant which ultimately
caused us to fall short," said Fire defende r c. J. Brown.
After losing to Dallas in the first round
of the 1999 M LS Playoffs, the Fire organi zation felt that they needed to make
some changes.
"During the 1998 season we were hungry to be successful; we just didn't have
the same attitude last season. A team
needs to make moves, and the time came
for us to move forward," said Fire coach
Bob Bradley.
Thi s " moving forward" resulted in the
loss of three key players, including their
second leading assist man, and the acq uisition of two . Defender Francis Okaroh
was traded to the Miami Fusion, forward
Roman Kosecki and mid fielder Jerzy
Podbrozny are no longer in the MLS.
Defender Carlos Bocanegra and forward
Hri sto Stoichkov were brought in to help
bolster the Fire's attack.
Bocanegra was one of the top co ll ege
defenders in the country during hi s ten ure
at UC LA , and gained notoriety as a member of the U.S. Under-23 Nationa l Team
that took th e bronze at the 1999 Pan
American Games. Bocanegra made hi s
seaso n debut at the Fire 's April 15 home
opener and was impress ive.
SlOitchkov was al located to the Fire in
March, but made hi s internationa l debut
back in 1987. Stoichkov is a veteran player in th e Bulgarian Premier League, but
also played for organizations in Italy,
Japan, Spain and Arabi" . Stoitchkov was
named to World Soccer's 50 Greatest
Pl aye rs of the 20 th Century. He has
received numerous awards for hi s performance in World Cup U.S.A. ' 94 and has
won a domestic title every year s ince
1989. Stoic hkov made his MLS debut
with the Fire in the 2000 season opener at
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The Chicago Fire's Lubos Kubic (left) battles for the ball with the Miami Fusion's Jeff
Cassar during the Fire's 1-0 victory April 15 at Soldier Field.
the Dallas Burn .
"We have a great balance of veteran
players and young stars. We ' re beginning
to mold together the incons istencies as a
team and the result is a stronger organization ," Fire defender Bocanegra said.
However, the changes have not shown
up in the win column so far this season.
At 2-3, the Fire do not believe they are
where they shou ld be.
" It is important for us to keep passing
the ball and ma intain possession.
Obviously that passing has to lead to
something, which is beginning to happen.
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White Sox

Monday-ThursdayBaltimore, 7:05 p.!t1., 7:05
p.m.,7:05 p: m., 1:~5 p.m.
Frlday-Sunday- at Detroit,
6:05 p.m., 12:05 p.m.,
12:05 p.m.

We have some dangerous attacking players that help us score goals," said forward
Ante Razov.
The April 15 home opener against the
Miami Fus ion was a promising sign. The
Fire's chemistry looked good despite a
season full of distractions .
Goalkeeper Zach T hornton played in
his first game of the 2000 season after
suffering a knee injury. He was put to the
test early in the game, as he had to move
from one post to the other to parry away
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Cubs

Tuesday-Thursday- at'
Houston, 7:05 p.m., 7:05
p.m., 3:05 p.m.
Frlday-Sunday- Arizona,
2:20 p.m" 1:20 p.m., 1:20 .
p.m.

